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SLI’s Technology Development and Engineering Center Receives
Outstanding Supplier Award
for Supporting Northrop Grumman OmegA
(Photo Credit: NASA)

Sierra Lobo’s (SLI) Technology Development and Engineering Center (TDEC) was
awarded Outstanding Supplier Award for Supporting Northrop Grumman in
developing propellant test and ground support infrastructure for their OmegA
launch vehicle. OmegA is in development by Northrop Grumman for the
National Security Space Launch (NSSL) program. The NSSL is a program of the
United States Space Force (USSF) intended to assure access to space for United
States Department of Defense and other United States Government payloads.
To support Northrop Grumman
on this program, SLI TDEC
provided an engineering service
to help prepare NASA Plum Brook
Station’s In-Space Propulsion
Facility (ISP) for a test of Northrop
Grumman’s
OmegA
upper
stage.
SLI
assessed
ISP’s
propellant (liquid hydrogen and
liquid oxygen) and gas systems to
verify if the existing systems could
deliver the required conditions for the test campaign timelines. Overall
transient and steady-state flow and thermal analyses from heritage storage
through the upper stage were performed. SLI generated new designs (updated
piping and instrumentation diagrams and layouts, developed drawings,
performed component selection, and administered procurements) to couple
new hardware to heritage storage systems and flight hardware. Formal
flexibility, supports, and flange analyses were performed where required per
ASME B31.3. Flight interfaces were analyzed to assure stresses were within
tolerance. An extensive single fault tolerant gaseous helium pressurant and
purge panel with over 200 components was designed, analyzed, and fabricated
by SLI TDEC to mimic flight GSE. Various cryogenic heat (continued page 22)
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(Photo Credit:
SLI) page include the current buildup of the Mobile Launcher and
Images
on this
artist conception of OmegA on the launch pad (Credit: Northrop Grumman).?
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A Note from our Chief Operating Officer, Daniel R. Lowe
Sierra Lobo Team,
We appreciate our staff for stepping up to the new challenges placed before us due to the
impacts of COVID-19; whether it was transitioning to work from home or being one of the
mission-essential personnel working onsite.
During this time of unforeseen challenges, we continue to exceed customer expectations. We
have received multiple awards, including:
•
•

Outstanding Supplier Award for Supporting Northrop Grumman Omega
JPL’s Thomas H. May Legacy of Excellence Award

The remainder of the year will continue to bring new challenges and opportunities to us all.
How we embrace each situation will determine its outcome. An organization’s principles are a
consistent and timeless foundation for its rules of conduct, based on beliefs of what is right.
Sierra Lobo’s principles are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build and sustain relationships based on integrity and trust.
Pursue excellence and continuous improvement.
Exceed customers’ expectations.
Acknowledge our people as the foundation of the company.
Promote open communications.
Commit to the safety of all people and protection of the environment.
Empower employees with the proper level of responsibility, authority, and accountability.
Promote outreach, education, and growth in our communities and our nation.

Above: Daniel R. Lowe (Photo
credit: SLI)

I encourage each of you to reflect on your own conduct and define your principles. I ask you also to provide feedback to
management on how we can improve our conduct as an organization.
Sincerely yours,

Daniel R. Lowe
Chief Operating Officer

Our Vision
Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) operates an enduring, high-technology organization that specializes in creating
and managing new, innovative technologies. The energy and passion of our employees drives our
success. In all our endeavors, we achieve excellence and best value for our customers.

Our Mission
Through our products and services, Sierra Lobo will establish a legacy that allows humankind to
explore new frontiers, bettering security, and the quality of life for future generations.
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Thomas H. May Legacy of Excellence Award
Sierra Lobo, Inc.
The NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Small Business Program Office has selected Sierra Lobo for the
Thomas H. May Legacy of Excellence Award for fiscal year 2019 for significant contributions to the success
at JPL and NASA’s missions and programs on our Multi-divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis Lab-wide
Support (MEDALS) contract. The award was presented at the Small Business Industry Award (SBIA)
celebration on February 18, 2020. Congratulations to all who contributed to this great accomplishment!

SLI

Above: (L-R): Ara Dergevorkian, Deputy Program Manager/Optical Engineer, SLI;
Christine Zuro, JPL MEDALS Contract Monitor; Chris Smith, Program Manager, SLI;
Jade Cavazos, Senior Structural Analyst, SLI; and Ben Doty, JPL MEDALS Contract
Technical Monitor.
Left: Charles Bray, Manager, JPL Small Business Office; Chris Smith, Program
Manager, SLI.
(Photo credits: JPL)
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SLI Teleworks During COVID-19
To support the stay-at-home orders that were issued by
several governors, SLI was able to harness the flexibility of
the business systems to allow employees to work remotely.
The business systems that are web-based, in conjunction
with VPN access for laptop computers and portal access to
desktop computers, allowed employees to continue working
as if they were in the offices. In addition, having almost all
employees teleworking allowed the IM department to test
part of the disaster recovery plan to ensure that systems
remain fully functional and employees are able to continue
their work remotely in the event access to the corporate
offices and datacenter is compromised. The increase in
teleworking worldwide also brought to light the security

shortcomings of Zoom, the videoconferencing software that
was in use at the time, and provided IM the opportunity to
evaluate alternate, and more secure, videoconferencing
solutions. Microsoft Teams was selected as the replacement
and has been implemented at the corporate offices and at
select contract business offices. Teams not only provides
videoconferencing capabilities, but also provides a suite of
other
collaboration
tools
to
provide
enhanced
communications across the company. This experience has
provided the opportunity for SLI’s employees and business
systems to demonstrate that they are fully capable of
supporting our customers and their missions, even in
adverse situations.

May The 4th Be With You
SLI’s Proposal Team has always worked well alongside one
another. The production team readily adapted to teleworking
with routine videoconference meetings to help manage the
workflow by reviewing accomplished and outstanding tasks.
They had some fun along the way. The production team is
Above: Mary Thompson, SLI Business Development Associate; Ken
pictured (right) during one of their weekly videoconference Merwin, President, Polaris Systems; Kathy Arnoczky & Pat Frazer, SLI
th
meetings on May 4th (a.k.a. May The 4 Be With You).
Business Development Associates. (Photo credit: SLI)

Company-wide Wellness Program Competition
The Human Resources department coordinated our first wellness challenge of 2020 this spring. We had a walking challenge
that lasted from February 24 through April 5. We were excited to welcome six participating teams. The MEDALS Walkaholics
Anonymous walked away with the win, recording a total of 1,591,536 steps! Thank you and congratulations to all of our
participants. The Walkaholics Anonymous team members received a $50 gift card.
Group Name

Total Steps

Walkaholics Anonymous

1,591,536

Team Mission Slimpossible

1,514,480

The Dream Team

1,418,955

The Sofa Kings

1,385,312

Sole Sisters

1,344,429

Team LRT

116,009
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For conditions like the flu, bronchitis, allergies, sore throats,
skin conditions, and more.
PPO: $0 copay | HSA: $40 copay

Upload photos of your condition to the app and get a
treatment plan from a dermatologist within two business days
PPO: $0 copay | HSA: $75 copay

Get a second opinion on existing diagnosis and
treatment for more-serious conditions for free
For feeling stressed, overwhelmed, down, or not like yourself.

PPO: $0 copay | HSA: $85 per visit (counselor/therapist/psychologist) or $200
first visit , then $95 for follow-up visits (psychiatrist)

Relieve your back pain through guided videos
with certified health coach for free
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CubeSat Polarimetric Ice Cloud Submillimeter Sensor (CPICSS)
Sierra Lobo’s TDEC CubeSat team assisted NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in preparing for the Mission Definition Review
(MDR) for its CubeSat Polarimetric Ice Cloud Submillimeter Sensor (CPICSS). The Principal Investigator for the mission is Dr.
Paul Racette, and the Project Scientist is Dr. Dong Wu, both at GSFC. The Sierra Lobo team is providing mission systems and
spacecraft engineering support. Sierra Lobo’s team of engineers is led by Dr. Alex Walker. The MDR was held on May 28, with
the reviewers concluding that the project had successfully satisfied the review’s exit criteria.
CPICCS is a 6U CubeSat that carries a passive polarimeter operating at 680 GHz. It will measure cloud ice structural parameters
at 30 g/m2 precision with 13 km resolution, which is directly applicable to state-of-the-art weather models.

Above: Amazon Delta.

Above: CubeSat Polarimetric Ice Cloud Submillimeter Sensor
(CPICSS). (Diagram credit: SLI)

At GSFC’s request, the Sierra Lobo project team ramped up very quickly and performed its design and analysis, as well as
generating documentation for the review, within the span of a few months. The design and analysis thoroughly established the
feasibility of the mission. Support began with a trade study to select the spacecraft configuration, considering thermal, attitude
control, and power performance. This was followed by generating a baseline spacecraft layout with the instrument and all
spacecraft subsystems. The team then performed analysis and design for the spacecraft subsystems, such as analysis of power
generation, consumption, and storage; attitude control analysis to size attitude control actuators and estimate pointing and
mapping errors; design of the communications architecture and estimation of link margins; and design of the command and
data processing architecture. To illustrate mission feasibility, Sierra Lobo produced a day-in-the-life timeline including data
collection and processing, communications, and power events. Sierra Lobo documented all of the design and analysis results in
slides for the review, as well as maintaining a Master Equipment List and a spreadsheet comparing performance predictions to
requirements to ensure that all requirements were met with margins equal to or exceeding GSFC standards.
This project is an example of SLI reachback work performed at SLI’s Technology Development and Engineering Center in
support of the Omnibus Multidiscipline Engineering Services (OMES) II contract at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Bichromatic Littoral Temperature Observer (BLTO)
Sierra Lobo successfully completed the Mission Definition
Review (MDR) for its Bichromatic Littoral Temperature
Observer (BLTO) CubeSat on June 2. The main purpose of
the MDR was evaluating the ability of the system
architecture, considering architectural and operational
trades, to achieve mission requirements. Based on the
material presented during the full-day review, reviewers
concluded that the concept was reasonable, feasible,
complete, responsive to the mission requirements, and
consistent with system requirements and available resources
(cost, schedule, mass, and power). Reviewers included
systems engineers and subject matter experts from the
Space Dynamics Laboratory and the Office of Naval
Research.

engineering and attitude control), Cody Kornowski
(electrical engineering), and Sam Vestergaard (mission
design). Sierra Lobo’s Pasadena office supports design of
the instrument optics. The team also includes the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), faculty
and students from the University of Cincinnati’s aerospace
engineering department, and Teledyne Scientific and
Imaging. The team is now working toward a Preliminary
Design Review for the instrument in September.
The BLTO design has proceeded efficiently due to the core
team’s previous experience with Sierra Lobo’s CryoCube.
The CryoCube project resulted in multiple individuals at
TDEC becoming familiar with all aspects of designing and
building a spacecraft. The small size of the core CryoCube
team led to multiple people having a systems engineering
perspective on their disciplines, having efficient workflows,
and having direct experience estimating the time and
resources needed to perform various spacecraft design,
build, and test tasks. During the integration and testing
phase of the BLTO project, Sierra Lobo will draw on the inhouse qualification and environmental test capabilities that
it stood up in support of CryoCube.

BLTO will measure sea surface temperature in littoral regions
with a spatial resolution of approximately 50 meters and a
temperature accuracy better than 0.5 K. It uses a CubeSat
form factor and is designed for low-production cost in
anticipation of operation of a constellation that provides
high revisit rates. The initial demonstration mission will begin
in 2024.
The Sierra Lobo project team is led by Principal Investigator
Dr. Phil Putman. He is supported by Dr. Alex Walker (systems

(Photo Cred

Above: BLTO over the Amazon Delta.

Contact:
Dr. Philip T. Putman
Manager, Research & Technology
Phone: 419.499.9653, Ext. 164
Email: pputman@sierralobo.com

(Photo Credit: SLI)
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Sierra Lobo Announces NASA’s
Artemis Human Landing System (HLS)
Award on Dynetics Team

Above is an artist rendition of the Human Lunar Lander, courtesy of Dynetics .

Sierra Lobo, incorporated in the state of Ohio, is proud to announce that we and our prime partner Dynetics, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Leidos, have been selected by NASA to compete for the commercial development of the Artemis Human Landing
System (HLS). Our team’s concept was one of three selected.
In this program, NASA plans to land Americans—including the first woman—on the Moon by 2024. Sierra Lobo will support
this competition by leveraging 25 years of demonstrated expertise in developing the cryogenic propellant systems. These
cryogenic propellant systems are like the “gasoline for a car” needed to support the rocket propulsion systems to maneuver the
HLS to and from the moon’s surface. The HLS will be launched on top of a heavy launch vehicle and released around the
vicinity of the moon. The “gas,” which was fueled on the earth, needs to be stored for a significant time prior to Human Lander
Operations. This is a significant challenge for cryogenics, which will naturally boil away on earth and in transit to the moon, its
final destination, leaving a potentially empty gas tank when it’s needed to fire the rockets, if the system is not designed
properly. The team, led by Dynetics, Inc., is composed of a broad and diverse set of small and mid-size businesses with industry
-recognized space technical expertise, programmatic experience, and Government partners, and is therefore positioned to
excel under this aggressive schedule.
Our team’s Human Lander System approach enables near-term reusability and sustainability and provides a robust,
commercially supported lander capability, while boasting flight-proven technologies for habitat, power, thermal, and other
subsystems. The system’s crew module is designed to accommodate two crew members for nominal (continued page 22)
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Ice Mining and Additive Manufacturing Projects
Selected for SBIR Funding
Two Sierra Lobo proposals were among those selected for funding by NASA in its 2020 SBIR Program. One of the proposed
projects will examine a potentially more efficient method of harvesting water ice on the Moon or Mars. Lunar regolith that has
been cemented together by ice has a compressive strength comparable to rocks such as sandstone and limestone. On the
other hand, dry regolith is similar to partially consolidated soil that could be excavated by a shovel. Sierra Lobo’s ice harvesting method exploits this change in character to minimize the energy needed to excavate and process ice-bearing regolith
through the use of a Heat-Assisted Cutter (HAC) and accompanying Sierra Lobo Ice-Carving Excavator for Regolith (SLICER).
The technology could be used in conventional surface rovers or in a configuration similar to a tunnel boring machine.
The project to improve ice harvesting complements other work that Sierra Lobo has performed on the use of Lunar resources.
Sierra Lobo supported NASA’s Lunar Flashlight CubeSat, which will map water ice found in permanently shadowed regions of
the Moon’s south pole. Sierra Lobo is currently supporting Dynetics’ Human Lander System, whose first landing site will be
near the Lunar south pole in preparation for an eventual sustained presence that uses lunar resources to decrease the amount
of supplies that must be brought from Earth.
The second project that was selected for funding seeks to improve the manufacturing of tanks for cryogenic propellants. Sierra Lobo and our partner Big Metal Additive will develop a unique hybrid additive approach to manufacturing cryogenic liquid
storage tanks with broad area cooling channels integrated directly into the walls of the tanks. This manufacturing approach
has the potential to yield a smooth exterior surface over which a composite overwrap may be applied, minimizing system
weight and maximizing efficient use of tank volume while maintaining structural strength. The use of (Photo
automated,
computerCredit: Sierra Lobo)
controlled machining also has the potential to minimize costs of manufacturing broad area cooled storage vessels, maximizing reproducibility while minimizing manual labor hours required to manufacture such tanks, and is easily scalable to larger
tank sizes.

Above: Hybrid additive machine by Big Metal Additive capable of manufacturing parts up to ten feet
long; SLI technician installing insulation on liquid oxygen zero boil-off test tank. (Photo credit: SLI
and Big Medal Additive)
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ATOM IV Contract:
Aerospace Testing and Facility Operations and Maintenance (ATOM)

ATOM Team Gets Creative Working From Home
The closure of Ames Research Center on March 8 to protect its staff from COVID-19 came as
a shock, as did the rapid spread of the disease itself. The ATOM contract staff was directed to
Shelter-in-Place at home, with only a small group of dedicated employees allowed
intermittently on campus to ensure our test facilities were safe and secure. These essential
personnel included Sierra Lobo members of the Arc Jet Complex Steam Vacuum System crew
and Electrician team, with on-call support available from the Facility Control System Engineer.
Critical repair work on the Electric Arc Shock Tube, already scheduled before the outbreak in
Santa Clara County, was allowed to proceed after careful infection mitigation protocols were
established for our electrician team and the subcontractor. A walk through of our Arc Jets discovered that heavy rains had led
the roof of a pump shed to collapse; repairs are underway.
With our facilities shut down, the ATOM team had to quickly find productive work that could be done from home, and our
employees were creatively up to the task. We took the time to catch up on and expand training that might not be so easily
accommodated during busy days of testing. Beyond keeping current with online Safety Training, we even worked with ARC
Safety to videoconference training that had only previously been given in classrooms. Our mechanic and operator staff took
classes in maintenance and OSHA-regulation compliance, while engineers took advantage of online classes, many now free to
access, from vendors with which we do business and other education resources.
Our work teams could now take the time to give their procedures and work instructions a thorough review to bring details upto-date and ensure proper safety measures and precautions were in place. They could also engage in a number of “Kaizen”
activities—lead by the Arc Jet Facility Manager—aimed at streamlining our test preparation process. In more recent days, our
teams have been updating a “Safe Plan of Action” (SPA—a short-form task hazard analysis) for each duty typically performed
during a test, but now factoring in measures taken to prevent the spread of COVID-19. These SPAs will be ready when we do
get back to work operating our test facilities and revisited before each task to account for new hazards or newly available
mitigations. We have also been actively collaborating with our Branch and Center management to gain approval for laboratory
and facility return-to-work plans that cover personnel training, protective equipment and gear, and general work practices that
we will implement to protect our personnel as NASA Ames slowly reopens.
We are accomplishing a lot of work beyond training and procedural writing. Our Instrumentation/Data Technician Team for
the Arc Jets went home with a set of tools and supplies for them to continue to build cabling harnesses that will be used on
upcoming Arc Jet tests. Members of our Machine Shop worked out of their garages, fabricating equipment for the shop to
organize equipment and facilitate repairs (See photos below.) STARLabs engineers designed instrumentation that will fly on
Orion to help us better measure the performance of the heat shield in flight . Our Thermophysics Facilities Engineering teams
have continued their work preparing requirements and engineering studies for a number of Arc Jet Complex upgrades being
sponsored by the Space Environments Testing Management Office that oversees all of NASA’s test facilities for space
exploration. Learning to collaborate online and work from home has not been easy, but the great work accomplished, so far,
has allowed ATOM to continue moving forward.
(See drawings page 11)
cautions
Left: Mobile welding
table base with
mounting points for
casters and angled
posts on the legs to
store clamps; the top’s
square grid of
mounting holes is
similar to current shop
tables. (Photo credit:
Austin Proft, SLI)
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ATOM Team Gets Creative Working From Home
continued from page 10

Above: Proposed layout of the upgraded PTF Data Acquisition System Enclosures. (Drawing credit: Roy Arakaki,
SLI)

Above: Layout of a new workspace for building electrode
and constrictor modules for the Aerodynamic Heating
Facility. (Drawing credit: Jacob Weiland, SLI)

We are known by the tracks we leave...

Above: Artemis 2 optical sub-assembly, part of the system that will allow
two spectrometers to measure the plasma field outside the Orion heat
shield. (Drawing credit: Joseph Mach, SLI)
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CMOE Contract:
Center Maintenance, Operations, and Engineering (CMOE)

NASA Langley Research Center
Sierra Lobo is Teleworking
For the majority of staff that support the CMOE contract, teleworking is possible. Some of us have a few hours each week of
work to accomplish, such as training related to our role, and reviewing or developing procedures, test plans, and instructions
to improve the work we will do upon return to on-center work (RTOW). The below chart provides an example of how just one
of the facilities is approaching the challenge, the Transonic Dynamic Tunnel (TDT).
(continued page 13)

Figure provided by TDT Facility Operations Manager, Bill Bissett
Above: Provided by Bill Bissett, SLI’s TDT Facility Operations Manager.
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NASA Langley Research Center
Sierra Lobo is Teleworking
continued from page 12
TDT is using this time to envision new ways to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the facility, while also improving the
environment for separation due to the COVID-19 threat. There is a lot of shared space at the facility and little to separate work
areas. TDT has initiated what may be the first of a series of Lean Six Sigma 6S projects to help solve technical, organizational,
and aesthetic problems in their data room, as well provide some separation of the personal workspaces within the room. In
addition to this project, a team is working to identify opportunities with the Data Acquisition System (DAS) to improve the
robust functionality of the diverse distributed system. As a part of that project, improvements for secure data sharing between
the DAS and Facility Automation System (FAS) will be addressed. While these projects will involve many members of the CMOE
contract (among others outside of CMOE), Paul Morris and Kay Corr are intricately involved in these types of projects for the
TDT and other facilities.

Above: Kay Corr and Paul Morris (SLI) collaborate multiple
projects from the comfort of their homes. (Photo credits: SLI)

Sierra Lobo Staff is Awarded

CMOE Award Fee Score of 97

The following Spot Bonus Awards were given to Sierra
Lobo employees since January of 2020: Stephen Lynch
for stellar innovation for safety work practices and a
second one for safe performance of the low and high
voltage distribution systems; Derry Mace for innovative
solutions to meet highly complex test requirements;
Matthew Hayden for a letter of Appreciation from
Research Directorate; Mike Croft for selection in the
Jacobs CEO of the month program.

On May 8, the CMOE General Manager, Rick Wineman,
enthusiastically shared with all employees that the Period
12 (Oct 1, 2019 thru March 27, 2020) Award Fee Score for
of the CMOE contract an “OVERALL SCORE of 97
EXCELLENT!! This is the highest score ever under the
CMOE contract! This is great recognition by NASA of all
of the hard work and dedication from all CMOE
employees. During the debrief the fact that we continue
to exceed all (23) contract metrics was highlighted as one
of the many period level strengths.”
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CMOE Contract:
Center Maintenance, Operations and Engineering (CMOE)

NASA Langley Research Center COVID-19 Update
Within the CMOE contract and throughout the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC), the top priority focus is on the protection
of the health and safety of the workforce. Mandatory teleworking started March 13 with no end for the majority of the workforce
in sight. Processes were setup to allow employees to move Government-owned NASA property off center, such as to our homes,
so that we can continue to be productive where possible. Guidance documentation for teleworking was established as well as
cheat sheets, tips, and training. LaRC established a LaRC SOS portal site so employees could have a single place to turn for help.
The Microsoft Teams software has become the method of collaboration. For many folks, as the centers closed for operations,
ideas and projects have been pulled from the back burner. It is a time to innovate, conduct cross-training between the facilities,
and solve problems that the obstruction of time to focus has prolonged. Many who are currently teleworking exclaim, “I am
busier now than ever.”
The CMOE contract continues to support infrastructure on center every
day. Mike Croft, Sierra Lobo Inc., has continued to work full time on
Center at the NASA Steam Plant. NASA relies on the Steam Plant for
utilities such as energy, heat and air conditioning, and to conduct
research in the many wind tunnel and facilities on center. The steam
plant building located on NASA Langley Research Center is manned 24/7
with 3 rotating shifts. While the majority CMOE staff are teleworking
from the comfort of our homes, Mike Croft provides oversight for the
plant on center. Pictured to the right Mike is taking a break in his office.
Notice the spray disinfect and the pump hand sanitizer that is newly
required. Mike (pictured right) is in the plant and could cross paths with
others. Notice the protection of his mask that is worn each time
interaction with others is necessary or possible.

Above: Mike Croft, Sierra Lobo Steam Plant Supervisor.
(Photo credits: SLI)

Sierra Lobo is Working
The NASA Response Framework includes details for Center Access, Health & Safety, Meetings & Events, and Travel for Stages 1
through 4. LaRC remains at Stage 4 since April 8, 2020 (See diagrams on page 15.)
Major Steam Outages on Center
In May, Mike Croft and his team were involved in a project that required a significant steam outage for ¾ of the Center lasting
two days. During normal operations, this would have had a major impact that included many facilities. B1215, the steam plant,
and Utility Tunnels 1, 2, and 3 were involved. The boiler remained in standby but could not operate. At B1230 and B1238, the
absorption units were off. Domestic hot water was off for the Center. There were 28 buildings and complexes that did not have
the steam normally relied upon during this multi-day outage. The outage allowed a 10-inch valve replacement, additional valve
scans, CMOE transmitter calibrations, and various other tasks that would require an outage to be complete. Another one-day
outage on Center required the deaerator tank, which is the only source of water for the boilers at the steam plant, to be taken
out of service. Repairs to a relief valve, overflow valve, pneumatic control valve, sight glass valve, two 4-inch condensate pump
suction valves, and a failed steam trap were complete in one day.
The team works together very well. In
order to return to service, the team
worked extended hours to ensure all
the lock out and tag out (LOTO)
devices were removed, systems were
realigned, and the steam plant was
returned to service. With daily on-site
presence for this team required, no
one on this team has succumbed to
the COVID-19 virus. Everyone follows
the safety protocols meticulously and
they look out for each other.

We are known by the tracks we leave...

Above: Members of the steam plant crew led by Mike Croft. (Photo credits: SLI)
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NASA Langley Research Center COVID-19 Update
continued from page 14
Credit: LaRC SOS website

(Photo Credit: NASA)
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MEDALS Contract: Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Multi-divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis Lab-wide Support (MEDALS)

Mission-Essential Personnel
While most of the Sierra Lobo Pasadena, CA, office personnel supporting NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) have been able
to continue working from home with minimal impact to efficiency, there are many activities that simply cannot be performed
using telephones and computer apps. JPL has made the decision to allow work to continue onsite for a handful of key missions,
such as NASA/ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar (NISAR).
Despite NISAR being an Earth observing platform with no orbital mechanics driving a hard launch date, such as with Mars 2020,
the cost and logistics implications of protracted stand-down could jeopardize the entire multi-national mission. As a result, two
critical resources from SLI have been identified by JPL as “Mission-Essential Personnel.” Dustin Crumb and Robert Smith are
reported each day to a facility operating at less than 10% of the staff from before the COVID-19 shutdown. (continued page 17)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit:

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Looking into the NISAR Radar Instrument Structure (RIS) from the spacecraft interface side. SLI personnel have
recently been installing electronics chassis and wire harnesses into the RIS that they designed. Eventually, the inside will be
filled nearly full of electronics. (Photo credit: SLI)
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MEDALS JPL

JPL Mission Essential Personnel
continued from page 16
They have been supporting Integration and Test (I&T) activities for more than a year following five years of mechanical design
engineering and drafting activities. Their intimate knowledge of the RIS system was deemed irreplaceable by any JPL-direct
employees, making them two of a small handful of contractors allowed on-lab.
If the desolate creepiness of the lab isn’t bad enough, the I&T activities have required extended periods of long days and work
into the weekends, while wearing cleanroom garb and smelling your own face. The only benefits are a lack of traffic on the
commute, plenty of parking, and that the cleanroom is a fairly safe place to be during a pandemic.

Above: SLI employee Robert Smith wearing NISAR
protective gear. Hardware safety is number one.
(Photo credit: SLI)

oto Credit:

Above: A recent critical lift of the NISAR RIS onto a turnover fixture using a
variable CG Lift Fixture fabricated, assembled, and tested by Sierra Lobo.
(Photo credit: SLI)
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NASA Group Achievement Awards
Dustin Crumb and Robert Smith
For their diligence and technical excellence in the execution
of their responsibilities in the integration and test
on NISAR SIT-1 and DTM Mechanical Team

Follow Us on Social Media
Follow Sierra Lobo on social media to keep up-to-date with the latest company news and benefit from a range of
useful resources through one of the following channels:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sierralobo
Twitter:
www.twitter.com/sierralobo
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/sierra-lobo-inc
We would like to expand our follower base so we can utilize
these resources to quickly and efficiently disperse company
and industry news to our employees, customers, teammates,
and all those with interest in the industry. It is also a great
way to keep up with the latest work on our projects and
contracts. By following our company on LinkedIn, becoming
a fan on Facebook, or following our tweets on Twitter, you
can be sure that you will hear the latest information first.
Connect with us and — most importantly — with each
other. Take a look at our social media posts and visit our
website at www.sierralobo.com to join the conversation.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Jeff’s Quality Corner
I did not want to dwell upon the COVID-19 pandemic in this
issue, as we have all been bombarded with the pandemic
concerns for so long now, but I just cannot ignore a
fundamental problem that has been bothering me. Do folks
understand that wearing a face covering that does not cover
their nose and mouth is about as useful as wearing safety
glasses on your forehead?
I suspect it is a lack of training that is the root cause for this
misuse of face coverings. Under normal circumstances, in the
workplace, we understand our responsibility to provide required
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to our workforce and then provide training in the care
and use of the PPE. This type of training seems to have been missed in the current face
covering effort to combat the COVID-19 virus. Please visit the Center for Disease Control
website at https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-facecover-guidance.html for excellent information regarding the wearing and care for our face
coverings.

Above: Jeff Sultzbaugh,
Director of Mission Assurance,
SLI. (Photo credit: SLI)

A strange twist to the purpose for face coverings is that the primary reason for wearing them
is to protect others from our possible infection, rather than protecting ourselves from others’ possible infections. This is
called source control. When we wear face coverings properly, we are protecting our friends, family, colleagues, and
strangers from contracting the virus. Properly wearing and caring for our face coverings is a selfless demonstration of
concern for the well-being of others. This is fully consistent with our SLI safety culture that also requires each of us to
embrace our responsibility for our own safety and the safety of all others in our workspaces. I hope that each of us can
keep this in mind when we wear our face coverings.
As always, stay safe.

Advocate4Me
Helping to Improve the Consumer Experience
Advocate4Me is a service provided by United Health Care at no additional cost to
Sierra Lobo employees. Advocate4Me offers a wide range of services, such as
understanding insurance benefits, comparing costs, finding providers (such as
physicians, eye doctors, and dentists), explanation on care options, reviewing bills and
charges, and helping find lower prescription costs.
For additional information, please contact Advocate4Me at 866.633.2446.
To chat with a live representative, please visit myuch.com and click the “Call or Chat”
button.
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RTES Contract: Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB)
Rocket Technology Engineering Services (RTES)

Air Force Demonstrates Rocket Engine Preburner for
Advanced Liquid Rocket Engines
Article taken from 88th Air Base Wing Public Affairs/Published October 23, 2019

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. – The Air Force Research Laboratory has successfully tested a state-of-the-art rocket engine
preburner to elevate the U.S. technology base for high performance oxygen-rich staged combustion.
The preburner was designed, developed, and tested under the AFRL Hydrocarbon Boost program with prime contractor Aerojet
Rocketdyne, and supported by the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center. Testing was conducted at NASA Stennis Space
Center facilities.
The HCB preburner success was a culmination of two decades of AFRL research into ORSC to advance high performance, robust,
and reusable domestic rocket engine technologies.
The preburner harnesses energy to power other engine systems, and is subject to extreme oxygen environments that
conventional metals cannot survive. The HCB preburner is the highest pressure rocket combustor ever tested in the United
States.
“The HCB preburner pushed the boundaries of these extreme conditions and redefined state-of-the-art for these challenging
systems,” said Dr. Shawn Phillips, Chief of the Rocket Propulsion Division, which is part of AFRL’s Aerospace Systems Directorate.
AFRL used advanced technologies, such as super-nickel alloys for high-strength and burn resistance.
Leveraging
lessons from
(Photo Credit:
AFRL)
the HCB sub-scale preburner test campaign was key to achieving this successful test.
The HCB test article was highly instrumented to understand the technology trade space, rather than development of a point
design for operational use. This approach allowed AFRL researchers to study fundamental technical issues hindering engine
development efforts today, such as combustion stability and thermal management.
Air Force ownership of the HCB preburner design, hardware, and test data enables this foundational knowledge base to be
directly applied to new engine design tools, academic research, and transitioned across U.S. industry for future engine
development efforts or block upgrades.
AFRL’s Rocket Propulsion Division at Edwards Air Force Base, California has played a key role in advancing rocket engine
technologies for the nation, since 1952. Nearly every liquid rocket engine developed in the United States traces its roots to
these AFRL technologies and experimental demonstrations.
(continued page 21)

(Photo Credit: AFRL)
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Air Force Demonstrates Rocket Engine Preburner
for Advanced Liquid Rocket Engines
continued from page 20

(Photo Credit: AFRL)

o Cred-

(Photo Credit: AFRL)

The Air Force Research Laboratory has successfully tested a state-of-the-art rocket engine preburner to elevate the U.S.
technology base for high performance oxygen-rich staged combustion. The preburner was designed, developed, and tested
under the AFRL Hydrocarbon Boost program with prime contractor Aerojet Rocketdyne, and supported by the Air Force Space
and Missile Systems Center. Testing was conducted at NASA Stennis Space Center facilities. (Courtesy photo)
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Sierra Lobo Announces NASA’s
Artemis Human Landing System (HLS)
Award on Dynetics Team
continued from page 8
missions from lunar orbit to the lunar surface and back, including surface habitation for about a week. Alternatively, it can ferry
up to four suited crew members to or from the lunar surface. The Dynetics HLS can be fully integrated and launched on the
Space Launch System (SLS) Block 1B vehicle. For commercial launches, it can be flown aboard United Launch Alliance’s Vulcan
Centaur rocket.
You can visit the YouTube link below, courtesy of Dynetics, to see our team’s rendition of the Human Lunar Lander:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFBeVQ3STZ0

Human Lander on the Surface of the Moon. (Photo credit: Courtesy
of Dynetics)

Human Lander with SLS Cargo V2. (Photo credit: Courtesy of
Dynetics)

TDEC Receives Outstanding Supplier Award
for Supporting Northrop Grumman OmegA
continued from page 1

exchangers and pressure building circuits were
also designed, procured, and integrated into
ISP. All systems fabricated and installed were
required to meet the stringent cleanliness and
purity requirements necessary for the upper
stage flight hardware. SLI also supported
overall test planning, operations concepts for
“test as you fly,” logistics, and hazards
assessment.
Concurrently, another team at SLI TDEC under
direct design-build contract with Northrop
Grumman was developing the propellant flow
skid and gas purge panels to be integrated
onto the Mobile Launcher for the Kennedy

We are known by the tracks we leave...

Space Center LC-39B. Similar development
work, as described for ISP, was performed for
the Cape, and includes propellant Failure
Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and
Propellant ConOps development. Both the
Plum Brook system and the Cape GSE were
designed with similarities to provide risk
reduction to “test as you fly” under this
aggressive
competitive
schedule.
The
propellant infrastructure for the ML is
expected to be delivered in the third quarter
2020.
Right: Award given to SLI TDEC Director,
Tony Skaff. (Photo credit: SLI)
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TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center
Test Facility Operations, Maintenance and Engineering (TFOME) II

Space Environments Complex (SEC)
at NASA Plum Brook
HX5 Sierra engineers and technicians working with their
teammates under the TFOME contract at the Space
Environments Complex (SEC) recently completed a major
testing program. The Space Environments Complex located
at NASA Glenn Research Center’s Plum Brook Station in
Sandusky, Ohio, is the home of several major test facilities in
one complex. The facility boasts the largest vibration shaker
table and the most powerful acoustic chamber in the world,
as well as the largest thermo-vacuum chamber in the world.
That chamber was put to use testing NASA’s newest
spacecraft, Artemis 1. Artemis 1 consisting of an Orion crew
capsule (built by Lockheed-Martin) and a European Space
Agency (ESA) Service Module was transported to Plum Brook
in November 2019 and prepped for testing.
The Artemis program, part of NASA’s return to the moon
program, has dominated the facility the past serval years as
TFOME provided a variety of sub systems tests and facility
integration activities to support its test program. Early in
2019, SEC performed a final high-vacuum, bake-out test
under a variety of thermal environments to ensure chamber
contamination levels were appropriate for the Orion flight
hardware spacecraft. This test series was followed shortly by

the SEC Thermal-Vacuum Certification Test, the final
verification of all facility and test integration activities to
ensure the facility was ready for the Artemis test.
Vehicle testing began in December 2019, beginning with an
extensive thermo-vacuum test program running 24/7 for
nearly two months at high vacuum (10 -6 torr) and
background temperatures as cold as -250 deg F. The test setup with over 100 active heater zones for solar simulation and
with over 1500 thermocouples monitoring the spacecraft and
its support systems provided additional thermo conditioning.
A multitude of electrical and mechanical ground support
systems (EGSE and MGSE) completed the test set-up for one
of the most complex tests the facility has ever developed. On
conclusion of TVac testing, the facility was reconfigured to
perform EMI/EMC (electromagnetic interference and
compatibility) testing on the spacecraft. Successfully
completing these test programs, Artemis has been sent back
to Kennedy Space Center for final integration and brings
NASA’s goal of the their “Return to the Moon” program a
giant leap forward as well as establishes SEC’s role as a top
contender for leading edge space flight test programs.

Above: Artemis I Spacecraft, Space Environments Complex. (Photo
credit: NASA)
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TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center
Article taken from AeroSpace FRONTIERS Vol 22 * Issue 3 * March 2020
by Jimi Russell

SHIIVER: Changing the Way NASA Keeps It Cool

SHIIVER, a 13-foot in diameter test tank, sits inside the In-Space Propulsion Facility’s vacuum chamber at Plum Brook Station.

When deep space exploration missions launch, like NASA’s future Artemis missions to the moon, they carry liquids with them
for fuel and life support systems. These liquids are stored at cryogenic temperatures, ranging from –243 to –423 degrees Fahrenheit.
They need to remain cold and in a liquid state to be usable. But as the extreme environment of space warms a spacecraft, the fuels begin to
evaporate or “boiloff.”
To combat boiloff, an eCryo project team at Glenn is evaluating a series of technologies aimed at reducing the boiloff losses for human exploration
missions. To test some of these new technologies at a relevant scale, the team built a 13-foot-in-diameter cryogenic propellant tank
called SHIIVER, or Structural Heat Intercept, Insulation, and Vibration Evaluation Rig.
“SHIIVER is the largest research tank NASA has ever built to test cryogenic technologies, and demonstrating the scalability is a
critical aspect of infusion to in-space cryogenic propellant applications,” said Hans Hansen, eCryo project manager at Glenn.
Glenn engineers just completed a series of thermal vacuum tests on SHIIVER inside the In-Space Propulsion Facility at Plum
Brook Station. The tests assessed some interesting benefits of vapor-cooling and multilayer insulation performance for inspace conditions.
(Photo Credit:
To learn more about the promising results
fromNASA)
SHIIVER, link to the full story by Jimi Russell on Glenn’s website at https://
go.nasa.gov/31sgA0E.

HX5 Sierra LLC (JV) technicians, engineers, and staff on the TFOME II contract provided
SHIIVER test support at the Propulsion Test Complex at NASA Plum Brook Station. We
mounted the test article inside the ISP (in space propulsion) vacuum chamber and assisted
in integrating the ground support equipment with the test article. We also provided support
during all testing phases of the tank, including additional testing at the Space Environment
Complex.
(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)
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TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center
Article taken from AeroSpace FRONTIERS Vol 22 * Issue 3 * March 2020
by Nancy Smith Kilkenny

Quantum Technologies Change the Face
Of Unmanned Aircraft Communications

Above: NASA Twin Otter research aircraft with QKD device attached to its underbelly. (Photo credit: Jet Janis)

On the underbelly of a twin Otter research aircraft a laser
communication device stares out into the open skies over
Cleveland. It is not a camera taking images, but rather has
eyes only for particular optical communication frequencies
forming the foundation to a quantum key distribution (QKF)
system being tested at NASA Glenn for use on unmanned
aircraft (UA).
The number of UA in the national airspace is growing and
their ability to communicate with ground operators and each
other is critical to a safe environment. But the increase in
traffic is leading to an increase in communications
disruptions because too many vehicles are trying to use the
same limited number of frequencies.
QKD uses specialized laser and photon detector technology
to enable UA to exchange encryption keys to communicate
on extremely secure radio-frequency channels. In addition, an
optical channel provides a high-data-rate communication link
for high-bandwidth applications.
The QTech (Quantum Technologies) project, a partnership of
Glenn and NASA’s Ames, along with New York’s Air Force
Research Laboratory and IJK Controls LLC, is attempting to
harness the power of quantum technologies to ensure

communication
availability
and
address
potential
cybersecurity challenges.
The laser communication hardware attached to the aircraft
has performed successfully in aircraft flight tests, and
researchers hope to continue advancing state-of-the-art QKD
technology focusing on simulated UA flight applications in a
variety of environments.

Above: Close-up of the QKD device. (Photo credit: Jet Janis)
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National Aerospace Solutions releases safety video
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 67, No. 2, January 21, 2020
by Jill Pickett, NAS Public Affairs
National Aerospace Solutions, LLC, the Arnold Engineering
Development Complex Test Operations and Sustainment
contractor, recently released a video to NAS team members
focused on workplace safety.
The released video included a presentation given by Walt
Bishop, deputy director of Mission Execution for NAS, and
team members speaking about the Heinrich Safety Pyramid
and the safety culture of AEDC. The Complex operates
aerodynamic and propulsion wind tunnels, rocket and
turbine engine test cells, environmental chambers, arc
heaters, ballistic ranges and other specialized units.
Test operations bring with them certain dangers, but AEDC
team members – uniformed military, Department of Defense
civilians and contractors – work to minimize the risk.
“If you think about it, we test rocket motors, jet engines,
aircraft and satellite systems, and to do that, we have to
generate temperatures higher than the surface of the sun
and colder than the cold side of the moon,” said Bishop. “We
work with rocket propellants, exotic fuels, high pressures and
low pressures. We deal with extremely high speeds much
faster than a bullet.”
Bruce Prater, an outside machinist in the AEDC Model and
Machine Shop, suffered a hand injury in 2015 and shares
about the accident and recovery on the video.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Walt Bishop, NAS deputy director of Mission Execution at
Arnold Air Force Base, leads a safety culture presentation June 5. The
purpose of the presentation, attended by a group of Arnold AFB craft
personnel, was to remind employees to keep safety at the forefront
while carrying out daily job duties. (U.S. Air Force photo by Bradley
Hicks)

stop that job and report it to your supervisor, who will
address the issue.”

“There’s nothing greater than safety, because it could have
been somebody’s life,” Prater said.

Learning when incidents occur, no matter how minor, can help
lower risks going forward.

“You’ll never hear me say I won’t stop something if I don’t
feel safe.”

“Every recordable that we have here at the Model Shop, we try
to derive an action plan and then execute,” Hereford said.

In the video, Jim Hereford, a precision machinist in the
Model Shop, draws a parallel to the security axiom, “See
something, say something.”

“Once you get all these smaller items knocked out, then you
don’t have the recordable, you don’t have worker lost time,
and you don’t have a fatality.”

(Photo Credit: NASA)

“If it doesn’t look right, say something,” Hereford said. “If
something doesn’t look right, something looks unsafe, stop
what you’re doing and change it.
“That’s what we go by here at the Model Shop. That’s what
we’re trying to spread across the base.”
Safety is a base-wide priority. Bishop said AEDC Air Force
leadership has joined NAS leadership in giving an employee
the ability to stop a job if he or she is uncertain of a clear expectation.
“They’ve all made it very clear that it’s not what they want you
to do – it’s an expectation,” Bishop said. “If you’re getting
ready to get into something that has risks that you can’t
manage and you’re just rolling the dice, they expect you to
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Dr. Rich Tighe, NAS general manager, said the goal is to
ensure each employee returns home at the end of his or her
shift in the same condition as when the shift began – without
injuries. He added that workforce safety is a higher priority
than any cost or schedule objective.
“What I would note is these are not contradictory objectives,”
Tighe said. “I believe we can keep safety as our number one
priority and still meet our customer objectives and, in fact, I
believe that by being safe, by being disciplined in our
operations, by following work instructions, and being very
aware of risks, we actually can be more productive for our local
customers and for test customers that come here for us to
support their programs and their missions.”
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Test Systems Sustainment Division relentlessly
improving, sustaining the complex
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 67, No. 5, March 2, 2020
by Col. Jeffrey Burdette, Chief, Test Systems Sustainment Division
Sustainment. According to the Oxford Dictionary,
sustainment is the support or maintenance of military
equipment.
We’ve heard in the AFMC We Need surveys that we need to
invest more in sustaining our test infrastructure and do a
better job of maintaining the equipment we have. One
survey respondent wrote that we need to properly maintain
our ground test infrastructure and keep the test facilities
from falling into disrepair. I, and the other AEDC senior
leaders, wholeheartedly agree.
In his AEDC Strategy 2020, AEDC Commander Col. Jeffrey
Geraghty established three priorities
for the complex
(Photo Credit: NASA)
leadership to focus on in the coming year. Those priorities
are Pursue Mission Excellence, Invest in our People, and
Improve and Sustain the Complex. He wrote, “Together with
our national defense partners, we will improve and sustain
the Complex relentlessly, to bolster our security perpetually.”
With annual sustainment budgets from Congress relatively
flat over the last decade, aging infrastructure and increased
test load; sustaining the Complex relentlessly is going to be
difficult, but the Test Systems Sustainment Division (TSS)
along with our mission partner National Aerospace Solutions,
LLC (NAS) are up to the challenge.
While we can’t increase our annual budget allocation, stop
the aging process, or turn away test customers; we need to
focus on those areas where we do have a modicum of
control. One of those areas is our test asset sustainment
program.
Sustainment is more than fixing what breaks. Rather than
being reactive when things go wrong, a solid sustainment
program relies on planning, process, rigor and data to be
proactive and perform maintenance at a time of our
choosing before a major equipment failure.
The powerhouse team of TSS and NAS’s Asset Health Assur
ance (AHA) group have built, implemented and are
continuously improving a program that enables data driven
maintenance decisions that ultimately reduce cost and im
prove asset availability. The AHA team uses an approach that
relies on aspects of Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM)
and Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) to increase the
chances of detecting potential failures early.
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RCM uses various data sources to analyze test assets and de
termine the most effective maintenance program.
Implementation of CBM as a result of RCM often reduces the
amount and frequency of inspections which has the added
benefit of reducing cost. CBM utilizes equipment mounted
sensors to capture operational data such as temperature,
vibration and pressure for trend analysis and equipment
condition assessment. The CBM network is currently utilized
(Photo Credit:in
NASA)
to monitor vibrations
some of AEDC’s largest rotating
machinery in the Propulsion Wind Tunnels and Engine Test
Facilities.
As we expand the CBM network and add wireless capability,
we reduce reliance on physical routes to collect data from
wired sensors and gain increased frequency of data collection.
Additionally, wireless CBM networks allow us to remotely
monitor motors, pumps, and valves that are difficult and
unsafe to reach in person. Recent implementation of wireless
CBM equipment in the steam traps increased data availability
from once every six months to having data every 30 minutes.
It also eliminates the need for confined space entry to collect
the data thereby reducing labor cost and improving person
nel safety.
This approach of utilizing condition based and reliability
centered maintenance to reduce inspection frequency and
only perform maintenance as needed is similar to what
automobile manufacturers have done with our oil changes.
Gone are the days when we change our oil every three
months or 3,000 miles. Now our automobiles have sensors to
monitor your engine temperature and driving habits to
determine the frequency of an oil change. The cost avoided
by reducing those oil changes adds up to big savings in your
pocket. Similarly, the implementation of a data driven
sustainment program has saved AEDC over $11.5 million
since fiscal year 2016.
Every day, our TSS/NAS team collect and analyze inspection
and condition data in an effort to right-size the maintenance
program which will in-turn reduce maintenance cost, reduce
failures and improve
reliability. More reliable systems enable
(Photo Credit: NASA)
us to stretch our budget further. Stretching our budget allows
us to do more. Increased reliability, reduced cost and better
sustainment,
these are exactly the things our personnel have
(Photo Credit: NASA)
communicated a need for, what our customers deserve and
what our leadership demands. Improve and Sustain the
Complex (relentlessly)… we’re on it!
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NAS Women’s Day event highlights work of
women-led organization that supports area women
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 67, No. 7, April 6, 2020
by Deidre Moon, NAS Public Affairs
In recognition of International Women’s Day and the month
of March as Women’s History Month, members of National
Aerospace Solutions, LLC (NAS) organized an event held on
March 13 at Arnold Air Force Base, highlighting the
important work of Blue Monarch, a residential recovery
program for women.
Jennifer Edmonston, NAS Human Resources Manager, said
representatives of Blue Monarch were chosen to speak at
this year’s event to provide information on the important
role that the local, women-led organization plays in the
community by giving women who are suffering from
hardships the opportunity to get back on their feet.
“Blue Monarch is a nonprofit designed to serve women and
children, who are currently recovering from physical,
emotional, and/or sexual abuse, alcohol or drug addictions,
poverty, and mental health issues,” Edmonston said. “In my
opinion, there is no better way to honor the spirit of
International Women’s Day and Women’s History Month
than by giving back to an organization, like Blue Monarch,
with the sole purpose of supporting and uplifting women
and their children.”
“My hope is our employees walk away from today’s
presentation with a better understanding of Blue Monarch’s
mission and how they can support the organization, if
desired.”
On behalf of NAS, Edmonston and NAS General Manager Dr.
Rich Tighe presented Kate Cataldo, the Operations Director
for Blue Monarch, with a check donation in the amount of
$1,500.
Cataldo thanked NAS for the donation along with those in
attendance for taking time to support the organization.
“We serve the most dedicated and most courageous women
that I have ever met,” she said. “Blue Monarch is a ministry
that not only treats the symptoms of addiction, but helps
heal lives and rebuild families.”

the beginning, and at an early age she was abused in her
own home.
“I was excited when I got to go see my Dad because I knew I
would be safe there,” Craig said.
However, that soon changed, and Craig said she didn’t feel she
had anyone or anywhere safe to turn. Though she found some
solace in sports, Craig mentioned her grades in school
suffered.
“I was a poor student because my home life was so unstable,”
she said.
At 13, she tried drugs for the first time; and at 15, she got
pregnant and moved with the father of her child to New
Jersey.
For many years, she moved back and forth from Tennessee to
New Jersey, and the cycle of abuse and addiction continued.
In 2015, Craig had twins and decided soon after that she
wanted to change her life’s path.
“I cried out, ‘God there has got to be more than this,’” she said.
She reached out to Blue Monarch, receiving a spot for herself
and her children there in 2018.
“I played the victim a lot at Blue Monarch, and they stood by
me,” she said. “They showed me that I had to deal with the one
person I had been running from... me.”
With the assistance from the devoted Blue Monarch staff and
an amazing team of volunteers, Craig said she has become a
better mother, taking her kids to church, playing games with
them, and having dinners together as a family.
“My story is one of deliverance, development, and destiny,”
she said. “I am no longer a victim. I am victorious.”
If interested in volunteering with Blue Monarch or donating to
the organization, visit: www.bluemonarch.org.

Shakia Craig, a resident of Blue Monarch who will be
graduating from the program in April, was invited to share
her testimony. She mentioned that her life was unstable from

Right: National Aerospace Solutions, LLC (NAS) General Manager Dr.
Rich Tighe and Human Resources Manager Jennifer Edmonston, at
right, present a donation to representatives from Blue Monarch, from
left, Shakia Craig, a resident and soon-to-be graduate, and Kate
Cataldo, Operations Director, during an event held by NAS recognizing
Women’s History Month and International Women’s Day at Arnold Air
Force Base, March 13. (U.S. Air Force photo by Jill Pickett)
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Asset Management Branch continuously improving
test infrastructure maintenance program
and readiness
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 67, No. 8, April 20, 2020
by James Myers, Chief, Asset Management Branch
While continuing to operate active test cells, resurrecting test
cells that have been dormant for several years and adding
additional test capabilities to the increased test workload of
the mission areas, the TSS Asset Management Branch is in
lock step with the National Aerospace Solutions (NAS) Asset
Health Assurance branch to strive to decrease maintenance
costs while increasing reliability of the assets through
reliability centered maintenance (RCM).
RCM is defined as a systematic, disciplined process for es
tablishing the appropriate maintenance plan for an asset/
system to minimize the probability of failures.
(Photo Credit: NASA)

In reference to his AEDC Strategy 2020, Col. Jeffrey Ger
aghty, AEDC Commander, specifies three focus area priorities:
1. Pursue Mission Excellence, 2. Invest in our People and 3.
Improve and Sustain the Complex. With the challenge of a
limited sustainment budget, we must focus on reducing the
overall cost of the sustainment program while increasing the
capacity and reliability of AEDC’s facilities.
To work within the sustainment budgetary constraints, the
TSSA asset managers along with their NAS counterparts are
continuously striving to reduce the number of legacy
preventive maintenance (PM) actions and increase the
intervals between inspections if warranted. They are also
identifying critical spares to have on hand to reduce down
time, and improve planning and scheduling processes, which
results in more efficient sustainment for maintaining the
assets. The maintenance approach of run-to-failure for some
equipment is justified based on the cost to PM a component
as compared to quickly replacing it once it fails, but it is
imperative that a proper stock level is maintained to support
the asset.
Another significant focus is to increase intervals for intrusive
PMs on large motors, valves and pumps while utilizing
predictive technologies by the Condition Based Maintenance
(CBM) group to monitor real time condition of assets. The

value of applying these predictive technologies while
commissioning a new or rebuilt asset aides in understanding
the normal life cycle of operation and trending analyses when
approaching a decline or change in how the asset is
operating. This method pays large dividends of bringing the
equipment out of service based on asset health instead of
calendar based(Photo
PMCredit:
intervals.
The long term goal is to
NASA)
increase the number of assets utilizing the CBM tools as a
proactive means to address health issues early thus reducing
number of failures resulting in more uptime of equipment to
support the test mission.
Another aspect of the RCM implementation is item
management. Standardization of components across the
complex is key to reducing the amount of critical spare parts
required to keep on hand. Bill of materials are reviewed and
updated, or even created if it does not exist, so that correct
parts are ordered and kept in stock. Due to the age of the
vast majority of AEDC’s equipment that has been in opera
tion for the last sixty plus years, vendor sources have
diminished and made it challenging to support equipment
with limited to no suppliers. Some components in inventory
have shelf lives that have to be monitored and mechanical
equipment that has to be maintained with PMs, such as
motors, pumps and gearboxes, to keep them in optimal
operational status for when they get put into operation. Les
sons learned over time have indicated a need for spending
the time to keep stocked parts in serviceable condition and
only maintaining what is required.
The Service Life Extension Program has currently aided AEDC
immensely in bringing much needed attention to the aging
facility infrastructure in support of the test mission. With
sustainment budgets decreasing over the last decade, we,
government and contractor alike, must continue to find ways
to sustain the aging complex to support an ever increasing
test workload in support of AEDC’s priority of Improving and
Sustaining the Complex.
(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)
(Photo Credit: NASA)
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Efforts of many keep ‘Project Phoenix’
moving forward
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 67, No. 4, March 16, 2020
by Bradley Hicks, AEDC Public Affairs
Numbers help tell the tale of how a major milestone was
recently achieved in the refurbishment of the former J-5 Large
Rocket Motor Test Facility at Arnold Air Force Base.
On Nov. 21, the final concrete pour was performed for the
Block 1 heater pit which will house the heaters that will allow
for testing at hypersonic conditions. The pit, which measures
40 feet wide, 80 feet long and 35 feet deep, is supported by
approximately 4,000 yards of concrete, 130 tons of rebar, 100
tons of additional steel and more than 130 secant piles.
But, for Hypersonic Test Capability Improvement (HTCI)
Project Technical Lead Jonathan Osborne, one number jumps
out more than all the others when it comes to overall support
for the enterprise.
“There are a lot of people involved,” said Osborne, who works
in the AEDC High Speed Systems Test Technology Branch and
is serving as the Project Manager and Lead Engineer for
Perikin Enterprises. "I keep a list of people who have
supported the project and, at this point, we’re at over 500
people who have supported the J-5 renovation from its
inception.”
A team of Arnold engineers is leading the HTCI project,
nicknamed “Project Phoenix.” This project will transform the J5 facility, which has been mothballed since the mid-1990s, to
support research and development of future hypersonic
weapon acquisition programs.
“Part of the Phoenix team consisting of Air Force, Perikin
Enterprises, National Aerospace Solutions and APTIM Federal
Services employees reached a unique milestone at the end of
the year that highlights just how well AEDC (Arnold
Engineering Development Complex) can work together,” said
(Photo Credit:
NASA)
Elijah Minter, Hypersonic Test Investment
Portfolio
manager/
Air Force project director.
The effort, which got underway a couple of years ago, has
been supported by a number of contractors and
organizations both within and outside of Arnold. Throughout
the J-5 renovation and reactivation process, this team,
according to Osborne, has displayed exemplary coordination
in getting the project to where it stands today.
“It takes all these people working together,” Osborne said.
“The way things typically work in a development world is that
everybody has their own space and people become territorial.
J-5 is executed with a very different mindset in that
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we’re all working alongside each other. Whether you have
construction companies or engineering services companies, a
balance has been created where everybody is working in
sync to achieve the objective.
“All of the companies that we’ve had supporting this project
so far have just been very easy to work with; they work well
together; they work well with us. We’ve built one very large
team, and it very much is that – it’s a team – where not one
specific person is powering the boat. We’re all rowing
together at the same time.”
Arnold AFB Protective Services is among the organizations
lending its support to the project. Osborne said Hypersonic
(Photo Credit: NASA)
Test Capability Improvement Program Project Management
Office (HyTIP PMO) personnel regularly coordinated with the
AEDC Facility Support Services contractor, then Akima
Support Operations, whose team made certain concrete
trucks were able to make timely deliveries to fill the Block 1
pit. In some instances, the time to get the concrete from the
batch plant to the heater pit was more limited, and truckloads
of concrete could have been lost if deliveries were held up.
Osborne said HyTIP PMO personnel worked with Arnold
Protective Services in these cases to ensure the truck drivers
were expeditiously processed at the base gate.
The concrete pours lasted several hours at a time, with some
taking 10 to 12 hours to complete. Pours took place at all
hours of the day, with larger ones typically performed after
sunset.
“During one of the concrete pours, the trucks only had 10 min
utes to spare before that batch of concrete would go bad,
costing the government more than $4,000 each,” Minter said.
“Protective Services performed security sweeps of each truck
and monitored traffic flows, resulting in no wasted concrete.
“The FARM (Facilities Acquisitions for Restoration and Mod
ernization) contractor, APTIM, successfully executed each of
the complicated sections of the heater pit after completing
the design last year.”
Minter further added, “The heater pit is a large accomplish
ment, but there will be many other opportunities in the next
few years that require Team AEDC to work together to deliver
another world-unique testing capability at Arnold AFB.”
See photos (credit U.S. Air Force) on page 31.
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Efforts of many keep ‘Project Phoenix’
moving forward
continued from page 30

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Work continues at the Block 1 heater pit for the Hypersonic Test
Capability Improvement (HTCI) Project as night falls. A team of Arnold
Engineering Development Complex engineers is heading up the HTCI project,
nicknamed “Project Phoenix.” The goal of the project is to transform the J-5
facility at Arnold Air Force Base to support future hypersonic weapon
acquisition and research and development programs. The pit will house the
heaters that allow the facility to test at hypersonic conditions. (U.S. Air Force
photo)

Above: APTIM Federal Services and Morsey Constructor crews assist with a
concrete pour June 21, 2019, in the Block 1 heater pit for the Hypersonic Test
Capability Improvement (HTCI) Project at Arnold Air Force Base. A team of Arnold
Engineering Development Complex engineers is heading up the project. (U.S. Air
Force photo)
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Above:
Hypersonic
Test
Capability
Improvement
Technical
Lead
Jonathan
Osborne, right, and Chris Rogers, both of
whom work in the Arnold Engineering
Development Complex High Speed Systems
Test Technology Branch and are serving as the
project manager/lead engineer and lead
system engineer, respectively, for Perikin
Enterprises, inspect an area of the Block 1
heater pit below the under-renovation HTCI
project test facility Jan. 6 at Arnold Air Force
Base. A team of Arnold Engineering
Development Complex engineers is heading
up this effort. (U.S. Air Force photo by Bradley
Hicks)
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Customer-focused problem-solving earns Tunnel 9
team recognition
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 67, No. 2, January 20, 2020
by Bradley Hicks, AEDC Public Affairs
A test team at Arnold Engineering Development Complex
Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 in White Oak, Maryland, was
recently commended for recognizing the need for a crucial
test article component and facilitating its fabrication to
ensure the customer’s test could be completed without
delay.
Cameron Butcher, John Lafferty and Alex Ratushny, Air Force
personnel at Tunnel 9, and Dan Lewis, Bernie Kefauver, Will
Vodra, Charlie Carlson and Bill Betz, employees of National
Aerospace Solutions, LLC, the Test Operations and
Sustainment contractor for AEDC, were recognized for
providing outstanding customer satisfaction.
According to Tunnel 9 Deputy Director Joe Coblish, the
current test customer realized upon arrival at the White Oak
facility, just days before the start of testing, that a critical
component of their test article geometry was missed when
they transferred the final external test article dimensions to
their model vendor.
The customer’s initial reaction was to not delay the start of
the test, opting to instead proceed as planned and make a
computational fluid dynamics correction in their post-test
analysis.

“Our team’s assessment was that the missing geometry would
have a significant impact on the dataset and advised against
that approach,” said Tunnel 9 Technical Director John Lafferty.
While the Tunnel 9 team determined the component would be
needed to ensure the highest data quality possible, it was also
realized the customer would be unable to get a contract in
place to make the part quickly.
To prevent lost test time, the Tunnel 9 team proposed the inhouse design and fabrication of a suitable replacement of the
missing component.
“Our team was able to design, fabricate and install the
necessary part without delaying the start of the test,” said NAS
Tunnel 9 Branch Manager Greg Fox.
This work, along with the original assessment that the
component was necessary, earned the Tunnel 9 team its recent
recognition.
“The customer and sponsor were extremely happy that we
made this happen, and we want to acknowledge the successful
Combined Test Force team efforts,” said White Oak Air Force
Site Director Dan Marren.

Above: Test team members at AEDC Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 in White Oak, Maryland, who were
recently recognized for their outstanding customer satisfaction gather together for a group photo. The
team discovered a missing test article component and facilitated the fabrication of this component to
ensure a customer’s test could be completed without delay. Pictured from left are Bill Betz, Will Vodra,
Cameron Butcher, John Lafferty, Dan Lewis, Alex Ratushny and Bernie Kefauver.
(U.S. Air Force photo by A.J. Spicer)
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The Wolf Pack
Come, my friends,
Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
- Tennyson, “Ulysses” 1842

Welcome to the Pack

New Additions to the Pack

Name

Title

Location/Contract

Edwards, Kathleen

Mechanical Engineer

ATOM

Cross, Matthew

Mechanical Technician IV

AVal

Lankford, Alexander

Aerospace Project Engineer

AVal

Baker, David

Subject Matter Expert

Corp

Lin, Timothy

Electro Mechanical Engineer

MEDALS

Fischer, Ryan

Electrical Technician II

OMES II

Mobley, Lewis

Electrical Technician II

OMES II

Thee, Michael

Chief Engineer II

OMES II

Badithe, Mandar

Systems Analysis Intern

RTES

Berk, Selin

Aero-Mechanical Engineer Intern

RTES

Chang, Eugene

In Space Propulsion Engineer Intern

RTES

Davies, Eric

In Space Propulsion Engineer Intern

RTES

Ferguson, Rickayla

In Space Propulsion Engineer Intern

RTES

Gillman, Wesley

RDRD Engineer Intern

RTES

Guerrero, Jose

Liquid Rocket Intern Engineer

RTES

Larkey, Andrew

EP Research Intern Engineer

RTES

Millman, Meyer

Combustion Data Science Intern Engineer

RTES

Mourad, Andrew

EP Research Intern Engineer

RTES

Solano, Luis

In Space Propulsion Engineer Intern

RTES

Tamam, Nisan

In Space Propulsion Engineer Intern

RTES

Thompson, Kaitlyn

Chemist Intern

RTES

Grant, Madeline

Mechanical Engineer Intern

TDEC

Jones, Vincent

Instrumentation and Controls Technician

TDEC

Knauer, Larry

Principal Engineer III

TDEC

Windle, Travis

Engineer II

TDEC
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Sierra Lobo Contract Vehicles
Oasis Small Business Contracts
Pools 5A, 5B, and 6
Sierra Lobo has prime positions on three Pools under the small business portion of GSA’s One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS) multiple award contracts.
OASIS Small Business, which could be valued at as much as $10B over its ten-year contract life, is a
Government-wide professional services vehicle administered by the General Services Administration. Agencies that utilize the small business OASIS contracts to release task orders will receive credit
toward their small business goals.
The Air Force committed to leverage the OASIS SB vehicle for at least $500M in services in the first
contract cycle (five years) and issues task orders to support the Air Force Test Center (AFTC), Air Force
Life Cycle Management Center (AFLCMC), and Air Force Space and Missile Command (SMC).
Specifically, Sierra Lobo was one of 22 awardees in each Pool 5a - 541712/1000 employees (Aircraft
Parts R&D) and Pool 5b - 541712/1000 employees (Space Vehicles and Guided Missiles R&D) and
one of 40 awardees in Pool 6 - 541712/1500 employees (Aircraft R&D).

Research and Technologies for Aerospace Propulsion Systems
Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) is proud to offer the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) and their customers a
space propulsion division fully capable of executing the Space Propulsion Technology Area Statement
of Work under the Research and Technologies for Aerospace Propulsion Systems (RTAPS2) contract.
Contact Information:
Contract Number: #NNC15BA14B
RTAPS2 Contracting Officer (CO):
Kimberly Y. Hill
NASA Glenn Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216) 433-5267
kimberly.y.hill@nasa.gov
Sierra Lobo Program Manager (PM):
Dr. Phil Putman
Manager, Research and Technology
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, Ohio 44846
PPutman@sierralobo.com
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Statement of Work
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Element 2.2.1
Element 2.2.2
Element 2.2.3
Element 2.2.3
2.2.3.1
Element 2.2.3
2.2.3.2
Element 2.2.4
Element 2.2.5
Element 2.2.6
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Propulsion System Design and Trade Studies
Liquid Engine Systems
Propellant Systems
Propellant Systems
Cryogenic Propellant Systems
Propellant Systems
Non-cryogenic (Earth-storable) Propellant Systems
Electric Propulsion
Rocket-Based Combined Cycle Propulsion Systems
Advanced Propulsion Systems
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Basic and Applied Aerospace Research and
Technology (BAART) at LaRC
Sierra Lobo, Inc., as a major subcontractor to Analytical Services and Materials, Inc. (AS&M), was awarded the
Basic and Applied Aerospace Research and Technology (BAART) contract in Technical Track A; “Advanced
Materials and Structural Systems Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics, and Acoustics”; and Task C, “Entry,
Descent, and Landing” (EDL).
Task orders issued against this contract will range in maturity from basic research supporting tools and
technology development, through integrated technology demonstrations, potentially to include flight
demonstrations.
Advanced Materials and Structural Systems
• Advanced Materials and Processing
• Durability, Damage Tolerance, and Reliability
• Structural Mechanics and Concepts
• Structural Dynamics
Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics, and Acoustics
• Configuration Aerodynamics
• Advanced Configurations
• Integration and Interaction of Aircraft Components
• Computational Modeling and Simulation
• Flow Physics and Control
• Aerothermodynamics
• Hypersonic Airbreathing Propulsion
• Vehicle Noise Prediction and Control
• Model Systems
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL)
• EDL Concept Development
• Enabling Technologies for EDL
• Analysis and Testing

Contact Information:
Contract Number: #NNL14ZB1001R
Sierra Lobo Program Manager (PM):
Tony Skaff
Director, Technology and Technical Services
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, Ohio 44846
(419) 499-9653, Ext. 103
(Photo Credit: SLI)
TSkaff@sierralobo.com

BAART Contracting Officer (CO):
Octavia Hicks
Mail Stop 012
NASA LaRC
Hampton, VA 23681-2199
(757) 864-8510
Octavia.L.Hicks@nasa.gov
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SLI’s TDEC is the “Go-To” Facility for Critical Reachback
With ten patents, and the recipients of two prestigious Research and Development (R&D) 100
awards for engineering excellence, the TDEC team focuses on “Mission Success.” We combine
expertise in engineering and engineering services at our TDEC facility with a broad range of
critical skills at our Government service contracts to help our customers meet their mission
objectives. A sample of our skills and capabilities include:
■ Thermal and structural design simulation and analysis
■ Cryogenic fuels and oxidizers, conditioning, storage, transferring, and handling
■ Specialty processes vessels, hardware, and manufactured systems
■ System design, integration, commissioning, and operation
■ Design for hazardous locations and classifications
■ Fatigue and fracture mechanics and fitness for service
■ Flight hardware development and support
Our 35,000 sq. ft. engineering, manufacturing, and testing facility includes a Class 1,000
clean room; Class 100,000 clean area; 6,800 sq. ft. fabrication, assembly and test area; a secure
ESDPA for assembly, integration and test; and state-of-the-art IT infrastructure for
virtual engineering. Our cryogenic fuels and oxidizer testing complex, the Sierra Lobo Test
Facility (SLTF), includes:
■ Liquid hydrogen and oxygen storage and distribution
■ High- and low-speed DAQ, video, and controls
■ Class I, Group B, C, and D electrical classification

Corporate Office

102 Pinnacle Drive
Fremont, OH 43420
Phone: 419-332-7101
Fax: 419-332-1619

Technology Development
and Engineering Center
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, OH 44846
Phone: 419-499-9653 (WOLF)
Fax: 419-499-7700

Our award-winning services include:
■ Research and technology and product development
■ Specialty engineering and analysis
■ Systems engineering
■ Specialty process system hardware
■ Test support hardware and facility enhancements
■ Test article development and system development and integration

Regional Offices
Greenbelt Office

6301 Ivy Lane - Suite 620
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Phone: 301-875-8006
Fax: 301-313-0243

Pasadena Office

Special Thanks to Sierra Lobo’s Program Managers
Many thanks to our dedicated Program Managers for providing the newsletter editor
with the updates of the various contracts, events, and volunteer experiences of their
employees. Without you, we wouldn’t be informed of all the great things that Sierra
Lobo, Inc. is involved with on both a professional and personal level.

About Sierra Lobo, Inc.
Founded in 1993, Sierra Lobo, Inc. employs over 700 high-achieving, dedicated engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel. Sierra Lobo is a Hispanic, Americanowned; small-disadvantaged business with its corporate office in Fremont, Ohio. Sierra Lobo is a two-time winner of NASA’s most prestigious quality award, the George
M. Low award, most recently in 2011. Sierra Lobo is also a winner of two R&D 100
awards for development of advanced technologies. We received certification to the
International Aerospace Quality Group AS9100 standards. Additionally, we are International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001:2015 registered as “A Provider
of Engineering and Technical Services, including Hardware Fabrication and Testing to
the Aerospace and Transportation Industries.” An independent rating authority independently assessed us a Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI®-DEV) Capability Level 2, fully compliant and Level 3 compliant in Risk Management.

465 North Halstead Street- Suite 130
Pasadena, CA 91107
Phone: 626-510-6340
Fax: 626-510-6360

www.sierralobo.com

We are known by the tracks we leave…
Wolves have long been regarded by Native Americans as teachers or pathfinders. Wolves are fiercely loyal to their mates and have a
strong sense of family, while maintaining individualism. To many, the wolf symbolizes freedom, the spirit of nature, resourcefulness, and adaptability, even under the most dire circumstances. Sierra Lobo (mountain wolf) takes its name from this resilient creature and aspires to the extraordinary traits that the wolf has come to symbolize.
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